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Introduction 

 Huson, Parrino, and Starks (2001), and   

 Kaplan and Minton (2006) 
 On Average, 2% of CEOs at large U.S. corporations are fired 

each year 

 Difficult to judge whether 2% is low or high 

 Not clear what rate of forced CEO turnover we should 
expect from a well-functioning board 
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This Paper’s Goals 

 Provide a benchmark for the CEO firing rate 

 Benchmark is a dynamic model featuring a rational 
board that maximizes shareholder value 

 

 Quantify the shareholder value at stake 
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Reasons for Rarely Firing CEOs 

 The cost to shareholders may be large 

 Not much difference between good CEO and bad 

CEO 

 Boards may learn slowly about CEO ability 

 CEO entrenchment 

 Hermalin and Weisbach (1988) 
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Why SMM Used? 

 Measuring relative importance of previous 4 reasons 

for infrequent firings presents a challenge 

 Boards’ turnover decisions are endogenous 

 No obvious instruments 

 Structural Estimation Approach should be used! 
 First study to estimate a structural model of CEO turnover 
 Simulated Method of Moments (SMM)  
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Main Estimated Parameters 

 The real cost of CEO turnover to shareholders, c(firm)  

 The effective personal turnover cost, c(pers)  

 The variation in ability across new CEOs, σ0 

 The volatility of profitability, σϵ 

 The persistence of profitability, ф 

 The precision/volatility of boards’ additional 

information about CEO ability, σz 
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Related Literature 

 Hermalin and Weisbach (1998) 

 Most closely related model, but no dynamic setup and 

persistent performance signal 

 Eisfeldt and Rampini (2008) 
 Focused on CEOs’ incentives for revealing private 

information 

 Dangl, Wu, and Zechner (2008) 
 Purely theoretical, and focused on mutual fund managers 

 Miller (1984) 
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Model Assumptions 

 Within-industry variation in long-run average 

profitability is due entirely to variation in CEO ability 

 The firm turnover cost shows up in realized profits in 

the 2 years around a succession 

 Boards take into account only (1) shareholder value 

and (2) personal turnover costs when firing CEO 

 CEOs retire if they complete 15 years, but not before 

then 
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Model Assumptions 

 Going concern firms & Large pool of potential CEOs 

 Board makes CEO firing decisions  

 One period = 1 year 

 Board can fire the CEO and hire new one at the 

beginning of each period 

 CEO, already served τ,  voluntarily leaves the firm 

with exogenous probability of f(τ ) 
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Model 

 

 Yt : Rate of firm profitability 

 1(turnt) : 1 if CEO turnover occurs in period t, and 0 

otherwise 

 c(firm) : Cost of CEO turnover to shareholders 

 yt : Firm-specific profitability mean-reverts around α 

 vt : Industry profitability 
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Model 

 

 

 α : CEO’s ability ~ N(μ0, σ0
2) 

 ф : Persistence parameter (Random walk if ф = 0) 

 ϵt : Shock ~ N(0, σϵ
2) 

 zt : Additional signal ~ N(α, σz
2) 
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Model 

 

 

 Ut : Board's lifetime utility  

 β s : Discount factor 

 c(pers) : Additional personal cost to the board 
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Model 

 

 

 ut : Per-period utility 

 k : Degree to which the board internalizes 

shareholder value 

 Bt : Firm’s book value of assets at the beginning of t         

 Bt Yt : Firm’s dollar profits (Yt : Rate of profitability) 
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Final Model 

 

 

 First term - k  times the board’s assessment of 

shareholder value  

 Second term - NPV of personal turnover costs 

 The board maximizes shareholder value when and 

only when there is no personal cost (c(pers) = 0) 
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Model Specifications 

 To solve the model, the author used Bayes’s rule, 

Bellman equation and simulation 

 The board will fire the CEO as soon as the posterior 

mean drops below an endogenous threshold 

 The total turnover cost, c = c(firm) + c(pers) /k 
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Model Specifications 

 Following parameter values are used for the 

model’s predictions 

 Discount factor, β  = 0.9 

 Prior mean ability, μ0 = 1% 

 Volatilities, σ0 = 2%, σϵ = 3%, σz = 7% 

 Total CEO turnover cost, c  = 3% 

 Persistence parameter, ф = 0.12 
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Predicted CEO Dismissal Rates 
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More the total turnover cost (c), more forced dismissal  (less retirement) 

Less variation in CEO’s ability, less forced dismissal (more retirement) 



Predicted Profitability at Dismissal 
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At the time of CEO dismissal,  
the posterior belief about CEO’s ability  
goes below the threshold 



Profitability around CEO dismissal 
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c(firm) is the greatest: 
Cost to shareholder is the greatest 

σz is greatest: 
Additional signal is not precise,  
so the profitability would play  
more role in CEO firing decision 



Database 

1) Compustat 

2) CEO turnover database constructed using the 

method of Huson et al. (2001) 

3) Forbes annual compensation surveys from 1971 to 

2006 

4) CEO turnover data from 1971 to 1994 from Robert 

Parrino 
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Forced vs. Unforced Successions 

 Forced Succession if: (1) fired 

 (2) forced from position 

 (3) departs due to unspecified policy differences, 

(4) departs under the age of 60 and does not report 

 the reason such as death, poor health, or the 

 acceptance of another position 

 (5) does not announce the retirement at least 6 

 months before succession 
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Data 

 Full sample contains 981 CEOs and 7,325 firm-year 

observations 

 Forbes surveys contains at least 2,500 CEOs from 

1971 to 2005 

 Out of 981 successions in the sample, 168 (171%) 

are forced 

 On average, 2.29% of sample firms fire their CEOs 

in a given year 
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Summary Statistics 
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Summary Statistics 
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Parameter Estimates from SMM 
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Interpretation of Estimates 
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 The estimated turnover cost to the firm,  

 c(firm) is 1.33% of the firm’s assets, which is  

 $57 million (median) and $292 million (mean)  

 in 2009 dollars for the sample firm 

 Comparing this value to Yermack (2006), it is not 

unreasonable! 



Interpretation of Estimates 
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 The estimated effective personal turnover cost,  

 c(pers) is 4.61% of the firm’s assets, which is  

 $197 million (median) and $292 billion (mean)  

 $1.03 billion personal cost should not be interpreted 

as $1.03 billion leaving directors’ pockets 

 The board behaves as if firing CEO costs 

shareholders c(firm) + c(pers) /k = 5.9% of the firm’s 

assets 



Empirical and Predicted Patterns 
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Statistics on Model Fit 
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• Empirical data and Simulated data are very close to each other 
• The low Pseudo-R2  
     (2% from the simulated data and 3% from the real data) 
     indicate that profitability poorly predicts forced turnover 
 



Estimation in Subsamples 
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Estimation in Subsamples 
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Effect of Entrenchment 
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Robustness 
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Conclusions 

 Establishes a benchmark for the forced turnover rate  

 Quantifies the amount of shareholder value at stake 

 Empirical forced turnover rate was low so that the 

model needs large turnover costs to fit the data 

 These costs mainly reflect CEO entrenchment rather 

than a real cost to shareholders 
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Conclusions (Continued) 

 Eliminating the entrenchment would raise 

shareholder value by 3%, assuming all else constant 

 CEO entrenchment is bad for shareholders ex post 

 Because it means that boards retain some CEOs whom 

shareholders would rather see fired 
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Further Research 

 Is the entrenchment bad for shareholders ex ante? 

 Extend the model to include the initial choice of 

governance structures 

 How about using stock performance instead of ROA? 
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Questions 

 Thank you for your attention! 

 

ANY QUESTIONS? 
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